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We find that stocks with fails-to-deliver (FTDs) experience negative abnormal returns that are
proportional to their FTD levels. These findings come from both an event study and a portfolio
returns analysis using Fama-French factors. Using proprietary data on stock borrow costs, we
also show that short sellers of low and high FTD stocks obtain positive estimated profits. Our
findings support the hypothesis that FTDs reflect nonbinding short sale constraints which do
not restrict informed short selling.
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1. Introduction

Short sale constraints may result from limited borrowable shares, high borrowing costs, or other factors. If short sale
constraints are sufficiently high, then informed short sellers may not execute profitable trades and stocks may be overpriced.
Alternatively, short sellers may sell short without borrowing stock and risk creating fails-to-deliver (FTDs). FTDs are net unsettled
positions in brokerage firm accounts at the stock clearinghouse. If a short seller does not deliver shares to their broker by the end
of the three day settlement cycle (“T + 3”), then FTDs may occur.

We analyze the abnormal returns (ARs) of all Russell 3000 stocks that experienced significant FTDs during a period when SEC
rules did not prevent settlement failures. With this broad sample, we show that stocks experience negative ARs that are
proportional to their FTD levels. We follow Asquith et al. (2005) and group stocks according to common ratios of FTDs to shares
outstanding. Using this methodology, we conduct an event study analysis and find strong evidence of negative and proportional
ARs when stocks cross certain FTD thresholds. We find similar results for high FTD stocks in a portfolio returns analysis. Our
results indicate that short sale constraints, as measured by FTDs, are not sufficiently binding to deter informed short selling.
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Our research findings are inconsistent with previous studies that find positive ARs in low FTD stocks (Autore et al., 2015; Boulton
and Braga-Alves, 2012).

Using proprietary stock loan pricing data, we also show that short sellers of low and high FTD stocks obtain positive estimated
economic profits. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that FTDs reflect nonbinding short sale constraints which, in
turn, do not inhibit informed short selling. Moreover, we show that FTDs are highly correlated with short interest, put option
open interest, and the cost to borrow stock. Our findings do not support claims that most FTDs result from clerical errors (SEC,
2005; DTCC, 2005).

Our analysis of FTDs and abnormal returns builds on three key findings from the academic short sale literature. The
first empirical finding is that individual stocks with high short selling tend to experience negative abnormal returns
(Desai et al., 2002; Angel et al., 2003; Christophe et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 2007; Boehmer et al., 2008; Boehmer
et al., 2010), although this finding does not necessarily hold for the market in aggregate (Lamont and Stein, 2004). A re-
lated finding is that short sellers tend to be well informed about negative future events (Christophe et al., 2004;
Christophe et al., 2010). Similarly, stock prices are more accurate when short sellers are more active (Boehmer and
Wu, 2013).

A second empirical finding is that short sale constraints, or barriers to short selling, lead to stock overvaluation (Geczy et al.,
2002; Jones and Lamont, 2002; Nagel, 2005, Boehme et al., 2006). Recent research has focused on regulations that impose short
sale constraints and thus reduce liquidity or market quality (Boulton and Braga-Alves, 2010; Boehmer et al., 2013; Beber and
Pagano, 2013). A short sale constraint is “binding” if shorting is too expensive or impossible.

Third, theoretical models predict that informed short selling may occur in stocks with nonbinding short sale constraints
(Figlewski, 1981; Diamond and Verrecchia, 1987). A short sale constraint is nonbinding if it is expensive to short but not prohib-
itively so. Nonbinding short sale constraints may predict abnormal negative returns because informed short sellers are willing to
pay extra to short whereas uninformed short sellers are not. The Diamond and Verrecchia (DV) model implies that short sale
constraints that limit only “uninformed” trades may improve the informational efficiency of short selling. In other words, short
sale constraints may not inhibit informed short selling. Aitken et al. (1998); Asquith et al. (2005), and Kolasinski et al. (2013a)
provide empirical support for the DV model. Beneish et al. (2015) find that short selling is most profitable in hard-to-borrow
stocks with nonbinding constraints.

Our research connects the short sale constraint literature with emergent research on short sale regulation, naked short
selling, and trade settlement. Boni (2006); Evans et al. (2009), and Stratmann and Welborn (2013) find that market makers
strategically fail-to-deliver when stock borrow costs are high and settlement regimes are permissive. Culp and Heaton
(2008) develop a theoretical model in which short selling and naked short selling are economically equivalent. Devos
et al. (2010) and Lecce et al. (2012) find that naked short selling predicts abnormal negative returns under special condi-
tions. Conversely, Fotak et al. (2014) find that naked short selling reduces the volatility of stock price returns and leads
to higher liquidity. Liu et al. (2016) use firm specific accounting data to show that FTDs reflect informed trading by short
sellers.

Our research stands apart from recent findings on abnormal returns and FTDs. Boulton and Braga-Alves (2012) and Autore
et al. (2015) both find evidence stocks which appear on the Regulation SHO Threshold List experience positive abnormal returns.
They conclude that low FTDs indicate binding short sale constraints. Our research reaches the opposite conclusion and rejects the
notion that stocks with FTDs are overpriced. By establishing that shorting low and high FTD stocks is profitable, we also fill a gap
in the naked short sale literature which has heretofore assumed FTDs represent binding constraints that prevent informed short
selling.

In subsequent sections, we summarize modern trade settlement institutions and our hypotheses. We then present our data
and empirical results for tests of whether FTDs reflect nonbinding short sale constraints and profitable short selling. We close
with suggestions for future research.

2. Institutional background

Physical stock certificates are an anachronism in modern stock markets. The trade in electronic securities via a central clear-
inghouse promotes liquidity and efficiency and reduces counterparty risk. This intermediation, however, negates the stock
market's natural ability to self-regulate, and market participants' incentive to seek redress, when trades fail to settle as expected.

Settlement failures are documented as anonymous debits in broker-dealer (BD) accounts at the Depository Trust and Clearing
Corporation (DTCC). Retail and institutional customers with accounts at BDs generally have no knowledge of settlement failures.
Aggregate FTD data is published by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) via the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) at
least one month after trade date (SEC, 2016a). Notably, FTD data are not broken down by BD as “The fails statistics of individual
firms and customers is proprietary information” (SEC, 2016b).

Trade settlement is topical given SEC concerns about abusive short selling and FTDs (SEC, 2009a, 2013a). Short selling is legal
and promotes liquidity and efficient price discovery. In a covered short sale, a short seller borrows stock from a lender in
exchange for collateral, sells that stock, and then plans to buy back the same quantity of stock later, at a lower price. A naked
short sale occurs when a short seller does not locate or borrow shares. If the naked short seller does not borrow the stock by
trade date plus three days (“T + 3”), then an FTD may occur.

The National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC), now part of the DTCC, was founded in 1976 to provide clearing, settle-
ment, and central counterparty risk services (DTCC, 2012). While physical stock was held “immobilized” in the Depository
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